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Let p be a prime and let L be a 2-component link in S3. We define a numerical invariant, called 
p-height of L, using a tower of successive p-fold branched cyclic coverings of L, and show, in 
particular, 2-height is algorithmically determined for any 2-component link. Some relationships 
between p-height and known link type invariants are also established. 
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1. Introduction 
Let S,, Sz, . . . , S, be n mutually disjoint sets and let T be the Cartesian product 
of these sets: T=S, X$,X.. .xS,,, i.e. T={(u,, Us,. . , ~,)[u~E& i= 1,2,. . ., n}. 
Suppose that we have a transitive action of a group G on T. This action induces 
a homomorphism 4 from G to the group of permutations Yp( T) on T. 
If G is the group of an oriented (tame) link in S3 then 4 defines explicitly the 
covering space of S3- L. If each set Si is finite, then 4 gives a finite representation 
of G in Y’(T), and hence, it defines the finite covering space of S3 - L. Such an 
explicit definition of a representation is quite useful to understand the deeper 
connection between the covering space and its associated representation, and it has 
been used to give geometric interpretations of link invariants originally defined 
algebraically [6]. For example, it is proved in [ 151 that Milnor’s p-invariants of a 
link L are generally the linking number between two components of the lift of L 
in a certain nilpotent covering space of S3 branched along L. 
In this paper, in the same spirit, we study another type of linking invariants first 
defined by H. Lanfer in 1971 [8]. 
Let p be a prime, p a 2. Suppose that we are given a tower of successive p-fold 
branched cyclic covers of a 2-component link L in S3. 
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We define the height of L as the number of stories of the highest tower L can 
have (See Section 2). The height is obviously a link type invariant. However, it is, 
in general, not easy to determine the height of a given link L from its geometric 
definition. Therefore an algebraic formulation will be necessary to utilize this 
concept. 
As the first step to do this, we define an action of a free group on a certain set, 
and then show that the homomorphism induced from the action defines the proper 
representation of the link group associated with the tower of coverings. The height 
of a link will be interpreted in terms of these homomorphisms. See Section 3. 
Although the height of a link is defined for each prime p, called p-height of L, 
2-height is quite different from p-height for p ~3. Differences will be seen from 
Examples 3 and 5 given in Section 5. 
Since 2-height is well-behaved and is tractable, 2-height of links will mainly be 
studied in this paper. 
In Section 4, we prove several theorems that can be used to determine the heights 
of links. 
Most links including non-split alternating 2-component links have finite 2-height 
(Proposition 4.12), but still many links have infinite 2-height. If L has a finite 
2-height, there is an algorithm with which one can determine 2-height of L, (Theorem 
3.3). Therfore, the most important problem is to characterize the links of infinite 
height. Theorem 4.7, however, gives a surprisingly simple characterization of such 
links which is a consequence of the theorems due to Hillman [7]. As an application, 
we will give a condition for the Arf invariant of such a link to be linear (Theorem 
4.14). 
2-height of 2-bridge links and torus links of two components are determined in 
Section 5 which also contains computations of p-height of several links. 
In the last section Section 6, we briefly indicate how can the height of a knot be 
defined. However, we will not pursue such a problem in this paper. 
At the end of Section 6, we list 2-height of 2-component links with less than 10 
crossing points [18, pp. 416-4251. 
2. Definitions and elementary properties 
Let L be a link of two components X and Y in S3. Let p be a prime, p 3 2. 
Given a sequence of integers [ = {k,, kZ, . . . , knP2}, 1 s k, G p - 1, i = 
1,2,. . . , n -2, we consider a tower of successive p-fold branched coverings of S’: 
,. pr, ,. p,,-1 ,. 
M,, + M,_, - Mn_2+. . + p2 &A R;I,=S3 (2.1) 
that is constructed as follows: 
p, : fi, + &f. is the p-fold cyclic cover of S3 branched along X, and p;‘(Y) is a 
link of p components, Y,, Y,, . , Y,_, in G,, where Y, is the translate of a fixed 
lift Y, by a covering translation tm. 
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Inductively, we assume that pI : M, + M,_,, 1 G i < n, is the p-fold cyclic cover of 
Gi-, branched along Yk,,k, ..., ki_2,,1, (when i = 1, Yk ,...., k,_zo = -0 and that 
P:‘(Aykl,k2 ,..., b,k,_,) is a link of p components 
in Mti Then pi+, : i6,+, 
yk,,k2 ,..., k,-2,ki+l.0~ . .‘. , Yk,,k2 ,..., k,_&,,p-l 
+ A%t is the p-fold cyclic cover of &, branched along 
Yk,,k *,..._ k,_,,O. We should note that p;‘( Yk ,,..,, k,_,j) may be a single knot. 
Now P,=p,~,~,...p~p,:~*~~~=S’ . IS a p”-fold (irregular) cover of S3 
branched along L. 
A tower (2.1) will be called a tower of p-covers of L. To be precise, however, the 
tower depends on the sequence 5 = {k,, kZ, . . . , k,_,} and the component X on which 
the first cover is taken, and therefore we should call it a tower ofp-couers of L with 
respect to X and 5. 
n is called the height of the tower (2.1). 
Definition 2.1. A link L of two components X and Y is said to have the weak 
p-height, of L with respect to X, denote h,,( L; X), in - 1 if there are a sequence 
{k,, . , k,__,} and a tower of p-covers of L of height n with respect to X and 
{k,, . . , knmm2}. Also, L is said to have the absolute p-height of L w.r.t. X, denote 
h;(L;X), an- I if, for any sequence {k,, . . . , k,_r}, 1 s k, s p - 1, there is a tower 
of p-covers of L of height n w.r.t. X and {k,, ka, . . . , knm2}. 
If h,(L; X) B n (or h,*(L; X) 2 n) for any integer n, we say that h,(L; X) (or 
h%(L; X)) is infinite, and write h,(L; X) = m (or hE(L; X) =m). 
If h,(L;X)zn but h,(L;X)?rz+l, we say that h,(L;X)=n, and similarly, 
h*(L;X)=n iff h*(L;X)an but h*(L;X)?n+l. 
If p = 2, there is a unique sequence { 1, 1,. . . , I}, and hence, h2( L; X) = hf( L; X). 
Further, it will be proved in Section 3 that h2( L; X) = h,(L; Y) and therefore, 
h2( L; X) will be called 2-height of L. However, in general, h,( L; X) and hp( L; Y) 
are different for p z 3, as is shown in Example 5 in Section 5. The heights of some 
familiar links are calculated in Section 5. 
To study the height of a link L from an algebraic point of view, we will define 
an action of a free group on a set which induces eventually the proper representation 
of the link group associated with the tower of p-covers of L. 
Let F = (x, y:) be a free group freely generated by x and y. 
Let p be a prime, ~22. Let Zr’={(a,, . . . , a,)la, E Z,} be the set of n-tuples over 
the additive group Z, of integers modulo p. 
Given a sequence of integers 5 = {k,, k2,. . , k,_*}, 1 < k, 4 p - I, i = 
1,2, . , n -2, we define an action of F on Z’r’ as follows: 
(1) X(~,,~Z ,..., %)=(a,+l,a* ,..., a,,) 
(2.2) 
(2) y(a,,a,,...,a,)=(b,,b,,...,b,), 
where b,,..., b, are defined inductively as follows 
If n = 1, _y(a,) = a,. 
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For n = 2, Y(0, u2) = (0, a,+ 1) and Y(a,, a*) = (a,, u2) if a, # 0. 
Suppose n 2 3 and b,, bz, . . . , b,_, are defined. Then 
(i) If (a,, a2r.. . > an-,) # (k, k2,. . . , k-2, O), then Y(a,,...,G)= 
(b,, bz, . . . , Ll, a,) and 
(4 Ah, k2,. . . , kmz, 0, a,) = (k,, k2,. . . , k2, 0, a, + 1). 
Example. (See also Proposition 2.1). Let p = 2. For n = 2, 
X(0,0) = (1, O), x(0,1)=x(1, l), 
Y(O,O) = (0, l), v(l,O)=(l,O), 
Y(0, 1) = (0, O), Y(1, l)= (191). 
Let p=3. Let n=3 and k,=(l). Then 
x(a,, a23 4 = (a, + 1, a2,4, 
Y(O, a23 4 = (0, a,+ 1,4, 
Y(l,O, u,)= (170, u,+ l), 
Y(1,u2,a,)=(l,a2,a,), ifa2#0, 
Y(2, a27 4 = (2, a2r %I. 
We should note that an action is applied from the left to right. 
Now the action (2.2) of F on Zr’ induces a homomorphism & : F + y”((zP), 
where 9’,,(Z,) denotes the group of permutations on Zf’. 
Before we study the homomorphism &, we will give an alternative, but explicit 
definition of the action. 
Proposition 2.1. Let 5 = {k,, k,, . . . , knP2} be a sequence of integers, 1~ ki s p - 1, 
i=1,2,..., n-2. Leta=(a ,,..., a,) be an element of Zp’. 
(1) Ifnone ofui is 0, then y(a) = a. 
(2) Suppose that some uj is 0, and that ui is the jirst zero appeared in a. 
(i) Ifi=l, theny(O,u, ,..., a,)=(O,u,+l,u, ,..., a,). 
(ii) Suppose 2<iGn-1. 
If (u,, . . . , a,_,) = (k,, . . . , k,_,), then 
y(U,, . . .) ui-l,O, a,+~,. ..) an)=(k~, k2,.. .) ktP,,O, ui+l+l, ui+2,. ..,a,) 
If ( a,, . . ., ai-l) # (k,, . . . > k,_,), then y(a) = (Y. 
(iii) Zf i = n, then y(a) = a. 
Corollary 2.2. xp and yp act on Zr’ trivially, and hence, $,,(x”) = &,(y”) = 1. 
Further, the action defined in (2.2) is transitive and 4,(F) is a p-group. However, 
the structure of c#J,,( F) is pretty complicated and the order is generally very large. 
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For example, suppose p = 3. Then C&(F) is metabelian and the order is 34 = 81. 
Further c#+( F) is nilpotent of class 3, i.e. (&( F))4 = 1, where G, denotes the nth 
member of the lower central series of G, and G, = G. 
On the other hand, &(F) has nilpotent class 12, i.e. (c&(F)),~ = 1, and hence, 
the order is at least 313. Also +3(F) is not metabelian. It seems, but is not proved, 
that 4,,(F) is a p-group of maximal class. This is certainly true if p = 2, and, in fact, 
we can prove 
Theorem 2.3. Let c$,, be the homomorphism from F to Y,,(Z,) induced by the action 
(2.2). Then A(F), n 2 2, is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2”+‘. 
We should note that there is only one sequence { 1, 1, . . . , l} associated with the 
action. 
Now let L be a 2-component link X u Y in S3. Let G(L) be the group of L and 
(x~,~ : r,,,) a Wirtinger presentation of G(L). Then the representation of the link group 
G(L) into y,(Z,,) defined through the action in Section 2 is exactly what the tower 
of p-covers of S3 is associated. In other words, we have 
Theorem 2.4. The covering P,, : 16” + Go = S3 obtained from the tower of p-covers of 
L of height n with respect to X and {k,, k2,. . . , kn-2} is associated with the 
rerpresen ta tion 
~n:~,(S3-L)~~,(F)~~~(Zp), 
such that &(x1,,) = 4,(x) and &,(x2,,) = 4,,(v). 
3. 2-height 
Since we consider only 2-component link, we write x, and y, instead of x,,, and 
x2J, respectively. 
Let F = (a, b:) and F* = (x,, y,:) be free groups of rank 2, and let J?(n) be the 
normal closure of {a’, b*, (ab)*“} in F and N*(n) the normal closure of 
{[%+i(ni), x,1, F?i+J in F*, where en+] is the “Milnor” homomorphism defined in 
[13, (3.1), p. 971 and r]i is a longitude of X. 
Then F/I?(n) is isomorphic to the dihedral group of order 2”+‘, denoted by 
D(n). Also F*/N*(n) is isomorphic to G( L)/G(L),+, and the isomorphism 
A, : G(L)/ G(L),+, + F*/N*(n) is given by h,(gG(L),+,) = O,+,(g)iV*(n) [l II. 
Now, by combining Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we have 
Theorem 3.1. h2( L; X) > n - 1 i’ there is an epimorphism t/r, : G(L) + P/ fi( n) such 
that (cl,,(x,) = a and q!r,,(y,) = b. 
Such a homomorphism (CI,, will be called canonical in this paper. Since 5: a + b, 
b + a, induces an automorphism of E/ fi( n), we have immediately 
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Corollary 3.2. h2( L; X) = /I,( L; Y), and hence, h,(L; X) will be called 2-height of 
L and denoted by h,(L). 
To determine the actual value of h,(L), we face the following question. 
Suppose we know that h2( L) > n - 1. When can h,(L) be 2 n ? 
This question is solved by the following theorem. 
Theorem3.3. Suppose h,(L)an-1. Then h,(L)an ifl&,&,+l(v~)=l. 
To prove Theorem 3.3, first we note 
Lemma 3.4. There exists a canonical homomorphism 
$: G(L)+F/fi(n) 
ifl there exists a homomorphism I+!J*: F*-+ F/k(n) such that 
(1) $*(x1) = a and qQ*(y,) = b, and 
(2) @*(N*(n)) = 1. 
(3.1) 
Then Theorem 3.3 follows from 
Lemma 3.5. Suppose n 2 2. Let +!J,, : G(L) + p’/ I?( n) be a canonical homomorphism. 
Then I/I, can be extended to a canonical homomorphism I/J”+, : G(L) + F’/ J?(n + 1) ifs 
Al(k+,(%)) = 1. 
Proof. Since fi( n + 1) c fi( n), there is a natural homomorphism 
5*:D(n+l)~~/~(n+l)-,~/~(.),D(n). 
Let $z : F* + F/I?(n) be a homomorphism satisfying (3.1) (l), (2). Then it suffices 
to prove that $J: can be extended to @+, such that &,I,!JCI~+, = (Clf iff I,!IZO,+,(~,) = 1. 
Note that Bn+,(n,) is a word on x, and y,. 
Let 4: F*+ E be an isomorphism given by 4(x,) = a and $(t,) = b. 
Now suppose (Lz/3,+,(n,) = 1. Then I+% ,,+,(n,) E fi(n) and hence $[&+l(~I)r XJE 
k(n+ 1). Since 0nt2(n1)= O,,+1(~1) mod Fz+l and since &Fz+,)c fi(n+ l), we 
have 6[ O,,+*( n,), x,] E fi( n + 1). Therefore, 6 induces a homomorphism 
@+, : F* +F/I?(n+l), 
satisfying (3.1) (l), (2). Further, for any gE F*, we have 
&+Z+r(g) = &(&(g)fi(n + 1)) = J(s)fi(n) = +Z(g). 
Conversely, suppose that I,!J: can be extended to $,X+,. 
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Write 13,,+~(n,) = u,uz . . . u,+,, mod Fz,,, where uk E FZ 
!+@+I(%) E D(n + l)k. s’ mce D(n + l)k, ka 2, is generated by 
(ab) 
2’-‘a 
k for some integer (Ye By the assumption, 
ILZ+,[%U2. * . u,+,, xl]= 1 and hence 
[bPo(ab) 2a,+22,,+...+2”an+, 3 a]= 1. 
This yields 
(ab@o)‘( ab)z(2aZ+‘--+2”a~+,) = 1 in D( n + 1). 
If PO- 1 (mod 2), then (3.3) implies 
(ab) 
2+2%Y*+...+2”+‘cl nt, = 1 
233 
and U, = y?. Then 
(ab)2k-‘, +:+l(uk) = 
IL:+l[4+2(771L x,1= 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
that is impossible. Therefore PO- 0 (mod 2). Then (3.3) yields 
2(2~,+. . * + 2”q,+,)) = 0 mod 2”+’ 
and hence 
2a2-f. ..+2nP’~,,=0 mod2”. (3.4) 
Now, since &+,(v,)= &+2(n1) mod FZ+i, we can write &I+,(%) = 
U,Uz’. . u, mod Fz,, and $z&,+,(n,) = &(Cr~+I&,+l(n,)= (ab)2~z+“‘+2”~‘a,~ = 1, by 
(3.4). 0 
Theorem 3.3 implies the following geometrically unexpected result. 
Theorem 3.6. With the same notation used in Secton 2, 
lk( y5.0, YL1;_l! )=o(mod2) l#9n(&+l(r)l))=1. 
n-1 n 
Now the height of L is closely related to the self-winding number defined by Layfer. 
Theorem 3.7. Let sw (k,, k,, . . . , k,_,; 2, 1) be the self-winding number. (See [8] for 
definition.) 
Then h,( L; X) = n @there is a sequence of integers {k,, k,, . . . , kn-2}r 1 G k, c p - 1, 
i=l,2,..., n -2 such that 
(1) sw(kl,..., k,_,;2, l)=O for m<n-1, and 
(2) sw(k,, . . . , knp2; 2, 1) f 0. 
Since SW is an F-isotopy invariant, so is h,(L). That is, 
‘; X’) and h,(L Theorem 3.8. If L is F-isotopic to L’, then h,( L; X) = h,( L’ 
h,( L’; Y’) for all prime p. 
; Y)= 
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4. Determination of h,(L) 
In this section, we will prove several basic properties of h2( L) whch will be used 
to determine h,(L) for certain links. See examples in Section 5. 
We begin with an obvious proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. For any prime p, h,(L; X) = h,(L; Y) = 0 ifSlk(X, Y) f 0 (mod p). 
Now suppose Ik(X, Y) - 0 (mod 2). 
Proposition 4.2. h2( L) = 1 iff lk(X, Y) = 2 (mod 4). Hence, h2( L) 2 2 iff Ik(X, Y) = 
0 (mod 4). 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, h2( L) 2 1. By Lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that 
(c12(&(77,)) = 1 iff Ik(X, Y) = 0 (mod 4). 
Write e,(771)-yi$D[~,,y,]011(mod FT). Then &=Ik(X, Y) and a,-($~)(mod&,) 
([ 1 l] or [13]). Therefore (c12( &( 77,)) = bpo( ab)2” 1=1 iff p,-0(mod2) and 2u,- 
0 (mod 22) iff PO= 0 (mod 4). q 
Remark. Proposition 4.2 is false if p # 2. See Example 5 in Section 5. 
Let A (x, y) be the Alexander polynomial of L. Let ji denote Milnor’s b-invariant. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose Ik(X, Y) = 0. Then 
h,(L)=2 ifs@(l 122)~ 1 (mod2) 
or equivalently, 
h,(L) =2 ifl 
~‘A(x,Y) a 
[ 1 axay - 1 (mod 2). 
Proof. First by Proposition 4.2, h,(L) 2 2. Write 
&(n,) = Y~Tx,, YJ”~[x,, Y,, xJYx~, Y,, YJ”’ mod F4*. 
Since~,=Ik(X,Y)=O,itfollows[13]thata,=~(l21)=O,a2=~(l21 l)=Oand 
‘~~=p(l 22 1). Therefore 
&( e,( n,)) = ( ab)2a,+22a2+2’a, = ( ab)2’al = 1 
iff 4~y~ = 0 (mod 2’) i.e. (Ye = 0 (mod 2), and hence 
h,(L)?=3iff fi(l 122)-0(mod2). 
The equivalent formulation follows from [ 131. Cl 
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To describe a sufficient condition for L to have height aq, we use the sequence 
of integers {ACk’( L)} defined in terms of the Alexander polynomial A(x, y) of L 
([ 14, p. 421). {ACk’( L)} is the invariant of the link group and {ACk’( L)} is well-defined 
for any choice of the Alexander polynomial of L [ 14, Theorem 2.11. 
Using these numbers, we can generalize Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose Ik(X, Y) = 0 (mod 2). Let ACq’( L) be thejirst non-zero integer 
of the sequence {ACk)( L)}. Then h,(L) 2 q. Further, 
h,(L)zq+l i# C A’q’=O(mod2) r,s 9 
r+s=q 
osr,rsq 
where 0 -A(x,Y) . II 
Proof. By the assumption, A’“’ = 0 for m < q. 
Using the standard basis for Chen group, we can write [14], 
eqf2( rll) = ,J q [x,, y,, xl-‘, y;-‘la(r-‘-s-‘) mod F*“Ft+2. 
-=,G 
Define I,!I* : F* + P/ fi(q + 1) by $*(x,) = a and $*(y,) = b. Then $*(Fz+2) = 1 and 
(Cr*[eq+,(rl,), X,]=[(ab)2”~~(r-l,c~I), a]= (a/#q+‘W~l.s-l), 1 
where the summation runs over all r and s such that r + s = q + 1. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3.4, there is a canonical homomorphism 
CCI q+,: G(L)+ F/ficq+,j, 
and hence, h2( L) 2 q. Further 
h,(L)>q+l iff (Lq+l(f&+2(T1)) = 1 
iff2qCa(r-1,s-1)-O(mod2q+‘) 
iff 1 a(r-l,s-l)=O(mod2) i.e. 
r,s 
c l a4 
OGr,s--lsq r!(s - l)! axray”-’ 
A(x,y) ‘-0(mod2) 
I 
Cl 
As an example, see Example 4 in Section 5. 
h,(L) is also related to the Alexander polynomial, or more precisely, the 
Alexander ideals of a link L. The following theorem is essentially due to T. Maeda. 
Theorem4.5. Ifh,(L) 2 n, thenA(-1, -1) =O (mod 2”), andhence, if2k+1[A(-1, -l), 
then h2( L) 6 k. 
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In particular we obtain 
Corollary 4.6. If h2( L) = CO, then A (- 1, - 1) = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. For simplicity, let G(L) =(x,, . . . , x, : rl, . . . , r,,_,) be a 
Wirtinger presentation of G(L), where x, and x, represent meridian elements of X 
and Y, respectively. 
Let $ : G(L) + F’/ s(n + 1) = D( n + 1) be a canonical homomorphism such that 
@(xi) = a and +(x,) = b. Set c = ab. Then for i = 1,2,. . , M, $(x,) = mu’ for some 
integer (Y,, 0 s LY~ < 2”+‘. In particular, LY, = 0 and (Y, = 1. 
Since $ is a homomorphism, we have $( rj) = 1, j = 1,2, . . , m - 1, and this condi- 
tion can be written in the form 
m 
1 a,jcx, = 0 (mod 2”+‘), i=l,2 ,..., m-l. 
1’2 
(4.1) 
Since acam’ = CC’, . It is easily seen that the matrix M = /a,,(( is obtained from the 
Jacobian matrix 
evaluated at x, = 1, i = 1,. . , m, by deleting the first column corresponding to x,. 
Therefore 
det M=2A(-1, -1) (mod2”“). (4.2) 
Now apply only row operations on M to obtain an upper triangular matrix 
M*z (mod 2”+‘) 
Then Azh3 . . . A, = det M( mod 2”+‘) and the matrix M* reprsents a set of relations 
equivalent to (4.1). In particular, Ama,,, = 0 (mod 2”+‘). Since (Y,,, = 1, we have A,,, = 
0 (mod 2”+i). Therefore, it follows from (4.2) that 26(-l, -l)=det M = 
O(mod2”+‘) and hence A(-l,-l)=O(mod2”). 0 
Corollary 4.6 implies that if A( - I, -1) # 0, then hz( L) is finite, and hence, we 
can determine h,(L) by means of Theorem 3.3 or Lemma 3.5. 
Therefore, it only remains to characterize those links which have infinite heights. 
This is given by the following surprisingly simple theorem. 
Theorem 4.7. h,(L)=a $A(-1, -1)-O. 
To prove Theorem 4.7, we need a few propositions. 
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Proposition 4.8. If there is a homomorphism 4: G(L) + 7, *Z, such that $(x,) = a 
and $(x2) = b are generators of free factors, then h,*( L; X) = hF( L; Y) = ~3. 
Proof. For any n 2 2, there is a homomorphism 
such that l(a) = &(x1) and c(b) = &(y,). Therefore, if I,!I: G(L)+Z,*E, exists, 
then <$ defines a canonical homomorphism from G(L) to 4,(F) for any n, and 
hence h,,( L; X) 3 n for any II and for any sequence {k,, . . , knp2}. Therefore, 
h,*(L; X)=co. 0 
A 2-component link L in an orientable compact 3-manifold M’ is called a 
E,-boundary link if L bounds disjoint (not necessarily orientable) surfaces in M3 
[7]. A boundary link in S’ is a h,-boundary link, but not conversely. 
Proposition 4.9. If a 2-component link L = X u Y in S3 is a Z,-boundary link, then 
h,(L) = 00. Further, ifL is a boundary link, then h,*( L; X) = h,*( L; Y) = 0;) for any p. 
Proof. A double cover of an orientable compact 3-manifold M’ can be constructed 
by using a non-orientable spanning surface. Therefore, if L is a E,-boundary link 
in M’, then the lift of one component of L in the double cover of M’ branched 
along the other component is again a Z,-boundary link, and hence, for any integer 
n > 0, h2( L) 2 n. Thus h,(L) = ~0. 
The second statement is obvious. 0 
Now Theorem 4.7 follows from Proposition 4.9 and the following strong theorem 
due to J.A. Hillman. 
Theorem 4.10. [7, Theorem 21. A 2-component link L in S3 is a Z,-boundary link t$t 
A(-I, -1) =O. 
CoroHary4.11. IfA(x,v)=O, then h,(L)=a. 
Proposition 4.12. 2height of an alternating non-split 2-component link L is finite. 
Proof. Let 3(x, y) be the Alexander polynomial of L. Then the reduced Alexander 
polynomial A(t) = (1 - t)A(t, t) is alternating [2, 121. To be more precise, write 
A(t)=c,+c,t+. . ~+c,,,t”.ThenA(t)#Oandc,c,+,~Ofori=O,l,..., m-l.There- 
fore,~A(-1)/=2~A(-l,-1)~=~~~,~c,~#OandhenceA(-1,-I)#O.Nowthepropo- 
sition follows from Theorem 4.7. 0 
Theorem 1 in [7] essentially proves the converse of Proposition 4.8, for p = 2. 
However it is quite unlikely that the same is true for p 2 3. For p 2 3, any characteriz- 
ation of links with infinite p-height is not known. We do not know whether a stronger 
condition A(x, y) = 0 is necessary for hz( L; X) = ax. What we know at present is 
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Proposition 4.13. If all Milnor’s p-invariants vanish, then h,*( L; X) = h,*(L; Y) = ~0. 
Let Arf Z denote the Arf invariant of a knot or a proper link Z. Then the following 
theorem will be proved as an application of Theorem 4.7. 
Theorem 4.14. Let L = X u Y be a 2-component proper link in S3. Suppose h,(L) = a. 
Then 
Arf(L)=ArfX+Arf Y @lk(X, Y)=O(mod8). 
Proof. Since h2( L) = CO, Ik(X, Y) = 0 (mod 4) (Proposition 4.2) and A (- 1, - 1) = 0. 
Therefore, A( t, t) = (1 + t)f( t) f or some integer polynomial f(t). 
Now Theorem 1 in [16] shows that Arf L is linear with respect to its component 
ifI 
1 d’A(t, t) 
[ 1 2 dt2 z 0 (mod 2). ,=I 
Therefore, it suffices to prove that 
= 0 (mod 2) iff Ik(X, Y) = 0 (mod 8), 
provided h2( L) = ~0. 
If A( t, t) = 0, then Zk(X, Y) = 0. Thus we assume that A( t, t) # 0. 
Now since A( t, t) is symmetric, i.e. A( t, t) = t’“A( t-‘, t-l) for some integer n, we 
have f(t)=tZnp’f(tC’). Write f(t)=a0+a,t+...+a,,_,t2”-‘, where ai=a,,_,_,, 
i=O,l,..., 2n - 1. Then 
;[&h t)],_, =f’(l)+f”(l)=f’(l) (mod2), 
since f”( 1) = 0 (mod 2). But 
f’(l)=a,+a,+~~~+a,,_, 
-$(a,+a,+. * .+azn_,) 
= $f( 1) (mod 2) 
Since Ilk(X, Y)I = lA(1, l)\ = 2)f(l)l, it follows from (4.3) that 
$-$(t, t)]l-I- 0 iff if(l) = 0 (mod 2) iff Zk(X, Y) = 0 (mod 8). 
This proves Theorem 4.14. q 
(4.3) 
Finally, we note that h,(L) is a cobordism invariant. 
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5. Examples 
In this section, first we determine the height of two special type of links, namely, 
2-bridge links and torus links. Then we compute the height of several links as 
applications of previous propositions. 
Example 1. 2-bridge link. 
Theorem 5.1. Let L be a 2-bridge link of type (a, /?), where (Y = 0 (mod 2) and g.c.d. 
(a,P)= 1. 
If 2kla, but 2k+‘+cr, then h,(L) = k- 1. 
Proof. L is symmetric and each component is unknotted. 
Let MI (=S’) be the 2-fold cyclic cover of S3 branched along X. Then the lift ? 
of Y is a 2-bridge link of type (a/2, p). ? is a link iff a/2 is even. Therefore we 
can construct a tower of 2-covers of height k, and hence h,(L) 2 k - 1. On the other 
hand, since 2A(- 1, -1) = LY = 2kd, d = 1 (mod 2), it follows from Theorem 4.5 that 
h,(L)sk-l.Therefore hz(L)=k-1. 0 
Example 2. Torus link. 
Let L be a torus link of two components X and Y. Then L is of type (2n, 2m), 
where g.c.d. (n, m) = 1. We may assume that n, m > 0. Since Ik(X, Y) = nm, 
h,(L) = 0 iff nm = 1 (mod 2). 
Fig. I. 2-tower Fig. 2. 3.tower. Fig. 3. 5-tower 
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Suppose nm = 0 (mod 2). Since g.c.d. (n, m) = 1, only one of n, m, say n, is even. 
Write n = 2kd with d odd. 
Theorem 5.2. Let L be a torus link of type (2 kt’d, 2m), d = m = 1 (mod 2) and g.c.d. 
(d, m)= 1. Then h,(L)= k. 
A proof is easy and hence is omitted. 
Example 3. Whitehead link. 
From Figs. 1-2, we see that h2( L) = 2 and h3( L) = 1 = h$( L). If p 3 5, a link You Yz 
or Y0 u Yx is split. (Fig. 3). Therefore, for any n and for any sequence (2, kZ, . . , k-2) 
or (3, kZ, . . . , k,._2}, 1 G k, 4 p - 1, i = 2, . . . , n - 2, there exists a tower of p-covers 
of height n, and hence h,,(L; X) 2 n. Therefore, h,,( L; X) = hp( L; Y) = co. 
On the other hand, since Ik( Y,, Y,) = 1, hz(L; X) = h;( L; Y) = I. 
Example 4. Milnor’s link 
Fig. 4. m = 4. 
Since A(x,y)=(x-l)(y-l)2m-‘[13], wehave A’“‘=A”‘=...=A’2”-“and 
A”“” = 1. Further, A\fzm,)_, = , 1 but Ac2”‘) = 0 for r f 1. Therefore, by Theorem 4.4, r,r 
h2( L) = 2m. 
Example 5. 
Fig. 5. 
A(x,y)=(l-x)(1-y)(l-4y+y2). Since A(-1,-1)=24=23.3, h,(L)s3. 
However, since Ik(X, Y) = 0 and 
it follows from Proposition 4.3 that h,(L) 2 3. Therefore h2( L) = 3. 
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For p-height, p 2 3, we can show that h5(L; X) 2 2, but h,(L; Y) = 1. Note 
that X and Y are unknotted. 
Example 6. 
Fig. 6. 
A(x, y) = (1 -x)( 1 - y)( 1 +x)‘. Since A(x, y) f 0, L is not a boundary link, but 
the lift of Y in the 2-fold cover of X is a boundary link in S7. Therefore h2( Y, u Y,) = 
oc and hence h,(L) = ~0. In fact, L is a Hz-boundary link. 
6. Height of a knot 
The height of a link L in a Z,-homology sphere can be defined in eactly the same 
manner. Using this height, the height of a knot will be defined in various ways. 
For example, take a knot K in S3. Suppose that the 3-fold irregular dihedral cover 
M, of S’ branched along K exists. Then the lift of K is a link of two components 
X, Y in M,. 
If M, is a Z,-homology sphere, then Ik(X, Y) is well defined. If further Ik(X, Y) - 
0 (mod p), p-height of X u Y w.r.t. X and a sequence {k,, . . , kn_2} can be defined. 
This height could be called p-height of K. 
A rather trivial example is 2-height of a 2-bridge knot K. If AK (- 1) = 0 (mod 3), 
then there exists the 3-fold irregular cover M, of S3 branched along K. M, is also 
3-sphere and fk(X, Y)-0 (mod 2). Therefore, we can define 2-height of K as 
2-height of L = X u Y in M,. Since Ik(X, Y) = 2 (mod 4) [ 171, it follows from 
Proposition 4.2 that hz(X u Y) = 1 and hence h2( K) = 1. 
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An interesting example will be obtained by considering a knot K = 8,,, or 820. The 
3-fold irregular branched cover M, has the finite homology group, H,( M, ; Z) = Z2. 
Since Ik(X, y) = 0 [4], we will be able to define p-height of X u Y for any p # 2. 
Table 1. 2-height of 2.component link [ 18, pp. 416-4241 
Link Height Link Height Link Height Link Height 
0 cc 8, 1 
2, 0 8 IO 4 
4, 1 8 II 1 
5, 2 8 IZ 4 
6, 0 8 13 2 
6, 0 8 14 1 
6, 1 8 15 2 
7, 0 8 16 1 
7, 0 9, I 
7, 3 9, I 
7, 3 9, 0 
7, 1 9, 2 
7, 2 9, 4 
7, 1 9, 1 
7s 2 9, 1 
8, 2 9s 0 
8, 3 9, 2 
8, 0 9 1” 2 
8, 2 9 II 0 
8, 0 9 IL 0 
8, 1 9 13 2 
8, 0 9 14 1 
8s 0 9 15 2 
9 16 I 
9 17 1 
9 18 3 
91, 0 
9 zo 0 
9 *I 0 
92, 0 
92, I 
9 24 0 
9 25 3 
91, I 
92, 2 
92, I 
9 29 I 
930 1 
9 31 2 
9 iz 2 
933 2 
9% 0 
93, 0 
9% 3 
9 37 3 
9% I 
9 39 0 
9,” 0 
9 41 2 
9‘l, 0 
90 1 
9 44 3 
94, 1 
9 46 3 
9 47 2 
9 48 I 
9 49 0 
950 0 
95, 0 
9 sz 0 
95, 03 
9 54 0 
9 55 3 
9% 2 
9 57 I 
9 58 I 
95, I 
9 60 I 
9 h, a? 
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